#5 Archiving

- How do we get laypeople interested in archiving?
- Collaboration and coordination?
- What's working well today?
- What's not working?
#5

**ARCHIVING**

what's working well today?

what is not working?

how do we get laypeople interested in archiving?
IDENTITY THEFT
REPUTATION
PERSONAS
ANONYMITY
IMPERSONATION
AUTHENTICATING VS AUTHENTIC BATION

IDENTITY THEFT
REPUTATION
PERSONAS
UNITY
Authorial Satire in the Fiction of Oscar Wilde

Identification with sanonae

Persönlichkeit
AUTHENTICATION VS. AUTHORIZATION

IDENTITY THEFT

REPUTATION

PERSONAS
1. SPACE OF CURVED
   - HUMAN
1. SPACE OF NAMES
   - HUMAN READABLE
   - MACHINE
KEY RECOVERY THROUGH DELEGATED AUTHORITY AND KEY RECOVERY

How to handle internal processes
I ask my team members to document and share best practices with each other.
How to handle that scenario?

- I lost my primary key in demand.
- Someone sent the only copy of my new key.
Data Mgmt.
Policy?
Data Manager Policy
Data Map? Policy?
mutable data
"Cord Cutting" Biz Model

A way to give affordable access to basic internet-based products & services.

Artificial intelligence / augmented intelligence / tooling
that is loyal to the user

Reimagining IP

New ways to increase creation beyond

Internalization of costs.
More options
"Cord Cutting" Biz Model

A way to giving affordable access to basic internet-based products & omats to everyone

artificial intelligence/augmented intelligence/tooling that is loyal to the user

Reimagining IP

New ways to incentivize creation beyond IP

IMPLEMENTATION OF COSTS.
MORE OPTIONS
PERMISSIONS

+ Authentication
+ Key Management
#7 TAKEDOWNS

#6 PRIVACY

#2 PERMISSIONS

+ Authentication
+ Key Management

#4 AMING
#7 TAKEDOWNS

#6 PRIVACY

#2 PERMISSIONS
  + Authentication
  + Key Management

#1 NAMING
Great Room Stage

Group 5
Archiving the Decentralized Web
ifroups
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Themes from Framing

Consent  Current State

Power in the Archives

Memes in Archives

What Shouldn't be Archived

Do it with others